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**ARTICLE INFO**

**ABSTRACT**

A splicing system is a formal characterization of the ability to generate certain enzymatic activities acting on deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecules. In this paper, the results from Laun’s experiment are used in characterizing the type of splicing languages. In the experiments, two initial strings are involved with different features on the selected restriction enzymes. Case I and Case II discussed in this paper show that the splicing languages obtained from these experiments are in adult and limit languages. Nevertheless, the result obtained in this paper is more precise in showing the type of splicing languages which is beyond adult and limit languages when presented via a directed splicing graph. The features of the restriction enzyme that affect the formation of active persistent language are investigated based on the results proposed by Yusof.
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1. **Introduction**

More than a century ago, a German biologist named Frederich Miescher began a thorough investigation on deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and revealed that DNA is the smallest element in living cells, as discussed by Dahm [1]. In the form of a deoxyribonucleic acid chemical compound, which was then recognized to be distinct from protein chemical compounds, Frederich Miescher’s research at the time discovered the chemical structure of DNA. A new genetic sequence is then created when two DNA molecules from distinct sources unite in a process known as DNA recombination [2]. Genetic variety, evolution, and the repair of damaged DNA all depend heavily on this mechanism. Gartner \textit{et al.}, [3] stated that, DNA repair and DNA recombination are crucial in combating DNA damage that results from both internal and external sources.

The genetic makeup of an organism is made up of DNA which consists of nucleotides [4]. Each molecule of the DNA subunit is made up of three parts; nitrogenous bases, deoxyribose sugar, and a phosphate group. The nitrogenous bases are classified into purines (adenine and guanine) and pyrimidines (cytosine and thymine) [5]. According to Crick and Watson [6], by following the Watson-
Crick complementarity, adenine (A) bonds to thymine (T), while guanine (G) bonds to cytosine (C). The coupling can simply be inscribed as [A/T] or [T/A] and [C/G] or [G/C], as clearly deliberated in Russell [7]. Furthermore, in Tamarin [8], the double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) that is linked by hydrogen bonds between the strands can be cleaved if the sequence of specific restriction enzymes recognition site matches the sequence at a certain restriction site. For example, the restriction site of EcoRI, \((g; aatt, c)\) be a substring in an initial string and can be represented in the splicing graph as follows:

![Splicing graph representation of EcoRI](image)

According to Head [9], in the context of DNA recombinant process, initial strings that are spliced by certain rules in a splicing system will produce a set of words, assuming a well-formed dsDNA to be considered as splicing languages. Some authors [9-11] agreed that, the resulting languages can be in the context of transient, adult, or limit languages. The formation of each type of splicing language depends on the number of DNA strings involved in a system and the sequence of restriction enzymes that existed in the string. For instance, the reaction of a non-palindromic rule on a single string will produce adult and limit languages as discussed by Sarmin and Fong [11] and Fong [12].

Previously, multiple researches were conducted by adopting various types of graphs either to present the splicing system or the splicing language. This can be seen from an exhaustive review of DNA splicing system from graph perspective conducted by Mohd Ruslim et al., [13], for instance, limit graph [14,15], de Bruijn graph [16] and cycle graph [17]. In this paper, the formation of splicing languages from the wet model is represented in directed splicing graph. The characterization of splicing languages by using a directed splicing graph is an improvised method in showing more precise splicing languages which had taken from Laun and Reddy [18] who had first verified the result of the dry model presented in Head [9].

2. Preliminaries

Several definitions associated with this research are provided in this section. In this paper, the splicing system inspired from experiments which were conducted by Laun and Reddy [18], is rewritten in the Y-G splicing system, which is the most effective approach for transparently examining the biological aspect of the DNA splicing system. The Y-G splicing system is as described below.

2.1 Definition 1 [19]: Yusof-Goode Splicing System

Yusof-Goode (Y-G) splicing system, \(S = (A, I, R)\) is a system that consists of a set of alphabets \(A\), a set of initial strings \(I \in A^*\) and a set of rules \(R\). The rules \(R\) which refers to the specific restriction enzyme can be either in left cutting, \(r = (a; z, b: c; z, d)\), right cutting, \(r = (a, z; b: c, z; d)\) or both cuttings \(r = (a, z, b: c, z, d)\). For \(s_1 = aazb\beta\) and \(s_2 = yczd\delta\), where \(s_1, s_2 \in I\), then \(L(S) = I \cup \{aazd\delta, yczd\beta\}\), \(\forall\alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta, a, b, c, d, z \in A^*. L\) is a set of splicing language generated if there is a splicing system \(S\) for which \(L = L(S)\).
The recombination process of DNA splicing system will result in various types of splicing languages, as given in Definition 2 to Definition 5.

2.2 Definition 2 [10]: Limit Language

A set of words that appears after sufficient time has passed and reach equilibrium state, regardless of the balance of the reactants in a particular experimental run of the reaction is known as a limit language.

Limit language is also known as inert language. It is then renamed to inert persistent language [19].

2.3 Definition 3 [11]: Adult Language

A set of words that cannot be used for further splicing is called an adult language. There is a steady increase in quantity of adult language throughout the reaction, and are not involved in further interactions with other molecules or enzymes.

2.4 Definition 4 [14]: Transient Language

A set of words that will eventually be used up and disappear is called a transient language.

2.5 Definition 5 [14]: Active Persistent Language

A set of words that will participate in further splicing and contained in the limit language is known as an active persistent language.

Next, some important definitions related to graphs are given as follows:

2.6 Definition 6 [20] : Directed Graph

A directed graph consists of a set of vertices, $V$ and a set of edges, $E$. The vertex $p$ is called the initial vertex of the edge $(p, q)$ while the vertex $q$ is called the terminal vertex of the edge.

In the context of splicing graph of $L$, a directed graph $G_L$ is when the vertices are the words of $L$, so that there is an edge from $w$ to $z$ if and only if $w \rightarrow_L z$ [10].

2.7 Definition 7 [20] : Strongly Connected Component (SCC)

The subgraph $C$ of a directed graph $G$ that are strongly connected but not contained in larger strongly connected subgraphs, that is, the maximal strongly connected subgraphs, are called the strongly connected components of $G$.

In maximal subgraph $C$, for any vertices $w, z$ of $C$, $w \rightarrow_L z$ where $\rightarrow_L$ is a reflexive transitive closure. If there is no edge $w \rightarrow_L z$ with $w \in C$ and $z \notin C$ then it is a terminal component, which is parallel to the definition of SCC given by Rosen [20]. In the context of directed limit graph, the existence of terminal strongly connected component denoted as limit and transient languages were explored in Yusof [14]. It is observed that, ‘in’ and ‘out’ edges between vertices represent the existence of an active persistent language in a limit graph.

Apart from the given definition, the directed limit graph which was presented in Yusof [14] is included in Example 1 below.
Let $S = (A, I, R)$ be a Y-G splicing system consisting of $I_1, I_2 \in I$ where $I_1 = \alpha aacgtt\beta$ and $I_2 = \gamma cccg\delta$. The rule $r_1, r_2 \in R$ are Acl and Aci with recognition site of $(aa; cg, tt; c; cg, c)$, respectively. Thus, the generated splicing languages from the system are presented as follows:

$$(\alpha aacgtt\beta, \gamma cccg\delta) \mapsto^{(r_1, r_2)} \{\alpha aacgtta', \beta' aacgtt\beta, \gamma cccgy', \delta' gcgc\delta, \alpha aacgtt\beta, \gamma cccg\delta, \alpha aacgc\delta, \gamma cccgtt\beta, \alpha aacgggy', \delta' gcgtt\beta\}$$

These splicing languages are then presented in the directed splicing graph as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Directed splicing graph of the generated splicing languages

The directed splicing graph in Figure 2 shows the existence of active persistent languages ($w_1, w_2$ and $w_5$), inert persistent languages ($w_3, w_4, w_7, w_8, w_9$ and $w_{10}$), while $w_6$ is the only transient language exist in the system. The determination of active persistent language in the directed splicing graph is depend on the Definition 7, which is related to the SCC. The characteristics of vertices discussed in directed splicing graph in Figure 2 are then used in the discussion of Case 1 and Case 2 in the following part.

3. Results and Discussion

In this section, the Laun’s experiment results are discussed in two cases, motivated by the characteristics of restriction enzymes which are in palindromic and non-palindromic. This is to see if the directed splicing graph can predict the formation of other types of languages hinge on the features of the restriction enzymes, beyond the one that gained in the previous conducted experiment. Case 1 is represented from Laun and Reddy [18], where the experiment was carried out and the outcomes were gained. Meanwhile, Case 2 is also taken from Laun and Reddy [18], however, the experiment was not done yet but the results were predicted.
3.1 Case 1: Two Initial Strings with Two Non-Palindromic Rules

In this case, the characterization of splicing language is based on the experiment conducted. In the experiment, two initial strings were involved, with two different restriction enzymes, which are rewritten in Y-G splicing system as follows:

Let $S = (A, I, R)$ be a Y-G splicing system comprising of two initial strings, $I_1, I_2 \in I$ where $I_1 = \alpha gccgaccggc\beta$ and $I_2 = \gamma cacacg\delta$. The associated restriction enzymes in the system, $r_1, r_2 \in R$ are BglII and DraIII, with restriction sites $(gccg, cac; cgcc: cac, cac; gtg)$, respectively. The initial strings were spliced with the influence of the respective rules, producing the following languages, $L(S)$:

$I \cup \{agccgacgtg\delta, \gamma cacaccggc\beta\}$.

The verified experiment assumed the splicing languages, $L(S)$ to be in the form of adult languages, other than the initial strings itself [18]. The splicing languages are then presented in the form of directed splicing graph. From the graph, the existence of active persistent language as defined by Yusof [14] is explored. The splicing languages are shown in the directed splicing graph given below:

![Directed splicing graph for Case 1](image)

In Figure 3, the vertices of $s_1, s_2, s_3$, and $s_4$ represent $agccgacccgc\beta$, $\gamma cacacg\delta$, $agccgacgtg\delta$, and $\gamma cacaccggc\beta$, respectively. From the figure, transient language, $s_1$ and $s_2$ cannot be classified as SCC because it does not contain ‘in’ edges from other vertices. Thus, with comparison made to Yusof [14], $s_1$ and $s_2$ are transient language but not active persistent language. Meanwhile, $s_3$ and $s_4$ which are the inert persistent language, can be classified as adult language as there is no restriction enzyme exist from the New England Biolabs (NEB) catalogue [21], to further cut the strings.

3.2 Case 2: Two Initial Strings with Two Palindromic Rules

In this case, the characterization of splicing language is based on the suggestion made by Laun and Reddy [18]. The author proposed an experiment by using two restriction enzymes. The splicing languages are expected to be in 10 intermediate dsDNA with no sticky ends and four adult languages. Meanwhile, Yusof [14] suggested that this attempt of an experiment will produce inert persistent language and transient language. The Y-G splicing system for this proposed of experiment is written as follows:

Given $S = (A, I, R)$ is a Y-G splicing system, with $I_1 = aagatct\beta$ and $I_2 = \gamma ggatcc\delta$, where $l_1, l_2 \in I$. The associated restriction enzymes, $r_1, r_2 \in R$ are BglII and BamHIII, with restriction sites...
(a; gatc, t; g; gatc, c) respectively. The initial strings spliced when the restriction enzymes were added to the system, giving the following splicing languages, $L(S)$:

$I \cup \{\text{aagatct}a', \beta'\text{agatct}\beta, \gamma\text{gatcc}c'y', \delta'\text{gatcc}\delta, \text{aagatcc}\delta, \text{aagatcc}c'y', \beta'\text{agatcc}\delta, \gamma\text{gatct}\beta\}$

The splicing languages are presented in the directed splicing graph as follows:

![Directed splicing graph for Case 2](image)

Fig. 4. Directed splicing graph for Case 2

Based on Figure 4, the active persistent language can be assumed to exist at vertices $s_1, s_2, s_3, s_4, s_5$, and $s_6$. This is due to the existence of 'in' and 'out' edges from these vertices. Thus, this graph improves the suggestion made by Yusof [14] and Laun and Reddy [18], where the transient language for the six vertices can be reclassified as active persistent language. Besides, $s_7, s_8, s_9$, and $s_{10}$ are presumed to be in the form of inert persistent language as it appears to be the terminal component of SCC.

From both cases, the comparison in the type of splicing languages is depicted in Table 1. Vertex that classified as active persistent language is words that reacted with a palindromic rule, while vertex that remain as transient language is a string that reacted with non-palindromic rule [14]. In this paper, from Case 1, it can be shown that both strings were reacted with non-palindromic rules, hence the vertices are classified as transient and inert persistent languages. Nevertheless, Case 2 shows the existence of active persistent languages at certain vertex when both strings reacted with two palindromic rules.
Table 1
Comparison in the type of splicing languages generated from three sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results</th>
<th>String</th>
<th>Palindromic Rule</th>
<th>Non-Palindromic Rule</th>
<th>Type of Splicing Languages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>$I_1 r_1$</td>
<td>$I_2 r_2$</td>
<td>Active persistent, inert persistent, transient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18](Case 1)</td>
<td>$I_1 r_1$</td>
<td>$I_2 r_2$</td>
<td>Transient, inert persistent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18](Case 2)</td>
<td>$I_1 r_1$</td>
<td>$I_2 r_2$</td>
<td>Active persistent, inert persistent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, Table 2 shows the type of splicing languages suggested from the wet model and directed splicing graph. For both cases taken from Laun and Reddy [18], the more precise type of splicing languages can be shown by using directed splicing graph.

Table 2
Type of splicing languages in wet model and directed splicing graph

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Laun’s results</th>
<th>Directed splicing graph</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>Transient language Adult language</td>
<td>Transient language Inert persistent language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>Transient language Adult language</td>
<td>Active persistent language Inert persistent language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

In this paper, two cases are discussed. Case 1 and Case 2 which has taken from Laun and Reddy [18] are represented in directed splicing graph. The splicing languages obtained from Case 1 and Case 2, which contained two initial strings with two non-palindromic rules and two palindromic rules, respectively were illustrated in the form of directed splicing graphs. The results show a more precise type of splicing languages that is beyond the transient, adult and limit languages. The splicing languages are characterized with comparison to the outcome from Yusof [14]. From the previous section, it is shown that the characterization of the type of splicing languages also depends on the features of the restriction enzyme where the palindromic restriction enzyme will suggest the presence of active persistent language when the splicing languages are presented in a directed splicing graph. In the future, other types of graphs can be considered to characterize the type of splicing language. Besides, a more effective approach can be considered in determining the type or behaviour of splicing languages for instance by using graphical user interface. The simulator will benefit more users from various fields as it may reduce time, cost and give more accurate output as proposed by Syed Abdul Nasir et al., [22].
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